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7s UP- (to top, make or move higher) 

UPALONG AGLNOPU location away from person or place [n -S] 

UPBEARS ABEPRSU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPBEATS ABEPSTU UPBEAT, unaccented beat in musical measure [n] 

UPBINDS BDINPSU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPBOILS BILOPSU UPBOIL, to boil up [v] 

UPBORNE BENOPRU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPBOUND BDNOPUU UPBIND, to bind completely [v] 

UPBRAID ABDIPRU to reproach severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPBUILD BDILPUU to build up [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

UPCASTS ACPSSTU UPCAST, to cast up [v] 

UPCHUCK CCHKPUU to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCLIMB BCILMPU to climb up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPCOAST ACOPSTU up coast [adv] 

UPCOILS CILOPSU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCOURT COPRTUU in opposite half of basketball court [adv] 

UPCURLS CLPRSUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPCURVE CEPRUUV to curve upward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UPDARTS ADPRSTU UPDART, to dart up [v] 

UPDATED ADDEPTU UPDATE, to bring up to date [v] 

UPDATER ADEPRTU one that updates (to bring up to date) [n -S] 

UPDATES ADEPSTU UPDATE, to bring up to date [v] 

UPDIVED DDEIPUV UPDIVE, to spring upward [v] 

UPDIVES DEIPSUV UPDIVE, to spring upward [v] 

UPDRAFT ADFPRTU upward movement of air [n -S] 

UPDRIED DDEIPRU UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPDRIES DEIPRSU UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPENDED DDEENPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPFIELD DEFILPU into part of field toward which offensive team is going [adv] 

UPFLING FGILNPU to fling up [v -LUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPFLOWS FLOPSUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPFOLDS DFLOPSU UPFOLD, to fold up [v] 

UPFRONT FNOPRTU honest; candid [adj] 

UPGAZED ADEGPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPGAZES AEGPSUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPGIRDS DGIPRSU UPGIRD, to gird completely [v] 

UPGOING GGINOPU going up [adj] 

UPGRADE ADEGPRU to raise to higher grade or standard [v -D, -DING, -S] 

UPGROWN GNOPRUW UPGROW, to grow up [v] 

UPGROWS GOPRSUW UPGROW, to grow up [v] 

UPHEAPS AEHPPSU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVE AEEHPUV to heave up [v -D, -HOVE, -VING, -S] 

UPHILLS HILLPSU UPHILL, upward slope [n] 

UPHOARD ADHOPRU to hoard up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPHOLDS DHLOPSU UPHOLD, to hold aloft [v] 

UPKEEPS EEKPPSU UPKEEP, cost of maintaining something in good condition [n] 
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UPLANDS ADLNPSU UPLAND, higher land of region [n] 

UPLEAPS AELPPSU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLEAPT AELPPTU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLIFTS FILPSTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPLIGHT GHILPTU to light to higher degree [v UPLIT, -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPLINKS IKLNPSU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

UPLOADS ADLOPSU UPLOAD, to transfer information from small computer to larger computer [v] 

UPPILED DEILPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPPILES EILPPSU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPPROPS OPPPRSU UPPROP, to prop up [v] 

UPRAISE AEIPRSU to raise up [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UPRATED ADEPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPRATES AEPRSTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPREACH ACEHPRU to reach up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UPREARS AEPRRSU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPRIGHT GHIPRTU to make vertical [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPRISEN EINPRSU UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

UPRISER EIPRRSU one that uprises (to rise up) [n -S] 

UPRISES EIPRSSU UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

UPRIVER EIPRRUV area lying toward source of river [n -S] 

UPROARS AOPRRSU UPROAR, state of noisy excitement and confusion [n] 

UPROOTS OOPRSTU UPROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

UPROUSE EOPRSUU to rouse up [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UPSCALE ACELPSU to make appealing to affluent consumers [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPSENDS DENPSSU UPSEND, to send upward [v] 

UPSHIFT FHIPSTU to shift into higher gear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSHOOT HOOPSTU to shoot upward [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

UPSHOTS HOPSSTU UPSHOT, final result [n] 

UPSIDES DEIPSSU UPSIDE, positive aspect [n] 

UPSIZED DEIPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSIZES EIPSSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSKILL IKLLPSU to improve job skills of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSLOPE ELOPPSU upward slope [n -S] 

UPSOARS AOPRSSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSTAGE AEGPSTU to outdo theatrically [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UPSTAIR AIPRSTU pertaining to upper floor [adj] 

UPSTAND ADNPSTU to stand up on one's feet [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

UPSTARE AEPRSTU to stare upward [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UPSTART APRSTTU to spring up suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSTATE AEPSTTU northern region of state [n -S] 

UPSTEPS EPPSSTU UPSTEP, to step up [v] 

UPSTIRS IPRSSTU UPSTIR, to stir up [v] 

UPSURGE EGPRSUU to surge up [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UPSWEEP EEPPSUW to sweep upward [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

UPSWELL ELLPSUW to swell up [v -ED, -WOLLEN, -ING, -S] 

UPSWING GINPSUW to swing upward [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 
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UPTAKES AEKPSTU UPTAKE, upward ventilating shaft [n] 

UPTALKS AKLPSTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTEARS AEPRSTU UPTEAR, to tear out by roots [v] 

UPTEMPO EMOPPTU fast or lively tempo [n -S] 

UPTHROW HOPRTUW to throw upward [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

UPTICKS CIKPSTU UPTICK, increase or rise [n] 

UPTIGHT GHIPTTU nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

UPTILTS ILPSTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTIMES EIMPSTU UPTIME, time during which machinery is functioning [n] 

UPTOWNS NOPSTUW UPTOWN, upper part of city [n] 

UPTREND DENPRTU tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

UPTURNS NPRSTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

UPWAFTS AFPSTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

UPWELLS ELLPSUW UPWELL, to well up [v] 

UPWINDS DINPSUW UPWIND, wind that blows against one's course [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s UP- (to top, make or move higher) 

UPBEARER ABEEPRRU one that upbears (to raise aloft) [n -S] 

UPBOILED BDEILOPU UPBOIL, to boil up [v] 

UPCOILED CDEILOPU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCOMING CGIMNOPU about to happen or appear [adj] 

UPCURLED CDELPRUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPDARTED ADDEPRTU UPDART, to dart up [v] 

UPDATING ADGINPTU UPDATE, to bring up to date [v] 

UPDIVING DGIINPUV UPDIVE, to spring upward [v] 

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 

UPDRYING DGINPRUY UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPENDING DEGINNPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPFOLDED DDEFLOPU UPFOLD, to fold up [v] 

UPGATHER AEGHPRTU to gather up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPGAZING AGGINPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPGIRDED DDEGIPRU UPGIRD, to gird completely [v] 

UPGRADER ADEGPRRU one that upgrades (to raise to higher grade or standard) [n -S] 

UPGROWTH GHOPRTUW process of growing up [n -S] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHOLDER DEHLOPRU one that upholds (to hold aloft) [n -S] 

UPLANDER ADELNPRU inhabitant of upland [n -S] 

UPLEAPED ADEELPPU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLIFTED DEFILPTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPLIFTER EFILPRTU one that uplifts (to lift up) [n -S] 

UPLINKED DEIKLNPU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

UPLOADED ADDELOPU UPLOAD, to transfer information from small computer to larger computer [v] 
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UPMARKET AEKMPRTU upscale [adj] 

UPPERCUT CEPPRTUU to strike upward blow [v UPPERCUT, -TTING, -S] 

UPPILING GIILNPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPRAISER AEIPRRSU one that upraises (to raise up) [n -S] 

UPRATING AGINPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPREARED ADEEPRRU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPRISING GIINPRSU revolt [n -S] / UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

UPROOTAL ALOOPRTU act of uprooting (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROOTED DEOOPRTU UPROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

UPROOTER EOOPRRTU one that uproots (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPRUSHED DEHPRSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPRUSHES EHPRSSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPSETTER EEPRSTTU one that upsets (to overturn (to turn over)) [n -S] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSOARED ADEOPRSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSPRING GINPPRSU to spring up [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

UPSTATER AEPRSTTU inhabitant of upstate region [n -S] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

UPSTROKE EKOPRSTU upward stroke [n -S] 

UPTALKED ADEKLPTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTHRUST HPRSTTUU to thrust up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTILTED DEILPTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTOSSED DEOPSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOWNER ENOPRTUW one that lives uptown [n -S] 

UPTURNED DENPRTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

UPWAFTED ADEFPTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

UPWELLED DEELLPUW UPWELL, to well up [v] 
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